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Introduction

Several years ago I wrote an article on claims office management. This article is intended to update the information provided in my previous article and to assist staff judge advocates (SJAs) and other legal leaders to manage claims operations, both in garrison and when deployed.

Many Soldiers first visit the installation legal office when they turn in their notice of loss or damage to their household goods to the claims section. The service they receive from claims personnel can determine the reputation of the entire legal office. As a result, claims office management can be critical to success or failure of an SJA. Fortunately, most claims offices are staffed by dedicated and experienced professionals that need little supervision. However, even the best run claims offices can benefit from the involvement and support of their senior legal leaders.

During the past several years there have been a number of changes affecting claims offices. One of these changes is the decrease in the number of household goods claims as a result of new transportation programs that encourage Soldiers to file such claims directly against the carriers responsible for the losses. Although the number of claims has gone down, the workload of Army claims offices has not: Army claims professionals now spend less time adjudicating claims and more time advising Soldiers who have filed claims against carriers. A second change is the increasing reliance on foreign claims as a combat multiplier as operational tempo has increased. A third change is the increasing reliance upon automation as new claims computer programs are fielded.

Although SJAs face many new challenges, they also deal with challenges that have been around for decades. How to best educate potential claimants, motivate and train claims staff, and fairly settle and pay claims are issues legal leaders have dealt with since the creation of the Army claims system. The goal of this article is to provide tips for dealing with both the new and the old challenges.

Overall Management

Staff judge advocates should require their chiefs of claims to prepare monthly reports on claims operations and review the reports when they arrive. When individual claims are forwarded to SJAs for approval or signature, they should use this as an
opportunity to review the file with their claims professionals. Staff judge advocates should also take the time to visit their claims offices regularly to assess the morale and professionalism of their personnel.

Claims offices should be housed in professional facilities that are easily accessible to Soldiers and other claimants. Office hours should allow for access by claimants at the times most convenient for them but also allow for the office to be closed to customers at certain times during the week so claims professionals can work on claims that have been turned in. If the claims office is co-located with the legal assistance office, the receptionist must be properly trained on the different missions: claims personnel can advise claimants but are prohibited from representing them.

Staff judge advocates should ensure their personnel are taking advantage of the specialized computer programs for tracking Army claims. Personnel claims are filed using the Personnel Claims Army Information Management System (PCLAIMS). Fielded in October 2009, this computer program permits Soldiers and civilian employees to file personnel claims through the Internet, either at their personal or work computers. Tort claims are tracked using the Tort and Special Claims Application. All Army tort claims and supporting documents must be uploaded into this computer program. Affirmative claims (claims asserted on behalf of the Army) are tracked using the Affirmative Claims Management Program. The Claims Discussion Board is an internet bulletin board that provides important information to Army claims professionals and allows them to ask questions of personnel in other claims offices. All Army claims professionals should access the discussion board daily. All of these computer resources can be accessed through the U.S. Army Claims Service (USARCS) internet site.

Army claims offices should reach out to their local communities through installation newspapers, command information television channels, local installation internet sites and similar resources. Articles providing claims advice for departing personnel should be published each spring; similar articles with advice for incoming personnel should be published in the fall. Claims personnel should become involved in post briefings for outgoing and incoming personnel. Claims personnel should also conduct customer satisfaction surveys to see how they can improve their performance.

Staff judge advocates should ensure their claims offices maintain fiscal integrity. The Army claims budget is managed centrally. Each installation claims office must request funds from the USARCS Budget Office and must ensure that they have enough funds to pay claims. In 2011, the Army fielded a new program for the management of the Army claims budget: the General Fund Enterprise Business System (GFEBS). This new program requires a great deal of training by personnel responsible for paying claims. Because the training burden is significant, the USARCS has issued guidance and “job aids” which are available on the Claims Discussion Board on JAGCNET. Staff judge advocates should ensure that their personnel are properly trained for their roles in this new system.

Another aspect of fiscal integrity is safeguarding the funds that claims offices collect on behalf of the government, either through affirmative claims asserted against those who damage government property or injure military personnel or through the carrier recovery process. Checks collected through these programs must be secured in a safe and properly deposited and accounted for.

Staff judge advocates should further ensure that their claims professionals are properly trained. Personnel claims training conferences are held annually in the Fort Meade, Maryland, area. A tort claims training conference is held each fall at or near Fort Meade. One day of this conference is now dedicated to affirmative claims instruction. The USARCS currently hosts two Deployment Claims Conferences each year at Fort Meade. Overseas claims conferences are held each fall in both Korea and Germany. Other training is available on the USARCS internet site and JAG University. Quarterly claims video-teleconferences are currently held on the second Thursday of September, December, March, and June.
Staff judge advocates should also ensure that their offices receive regular claims assistance visits by personnel from the USARCS. Overseas offices receive such visits by personnel from the U.S. Army Claims Service Europe or the Armed Forces Claims Service Korea. The focus of these visits is to assist offices, rather than to inspect them. After a visit, the SJA will receive an assessment of the office's strengths and weaknesses and suggestions for improvement.

All SJAs should require their offices to apply for The Judge Advocate General's Award for Excellence in Claims. The application, which is due each January, asks offices to assess the quality of their claims operations. The questions include the adequacy of facilities, staff, training, automation equipment, and the extent to which the offices reach out to the community by participating in briefings to incoming and departing personnel and publishing articles in installation newspapers. The application must be endorsed by the SJA. Staff judge advocates should review the application to determine how their offices are performing. Whether an office wins the award or not, the application process is an excellent management tool.

**Personnel Claims**

Staff judge advocates must ensure their claims offices are settling personnel claims fairly and promptly. The Personnel Claims Act is a gratuitous payment statute that authorizes claims offices to pay for damage to or loss of personal property incident to service. The intent of the act is to compensate Soldiers and civilian employees to the maximum extent possible, to improve morale, and to lessen the hardships of military life, such as frequent moves and assignments to areas with limited police and fire protection. Military claims personnel should always look for ways to pay fair amounts on meritorious claims and resolve doubts in favor of claimants.

The Personnel Claims Act is primarily used to pay service members and civilian employees for losses to personal property incurred during government-sponsored shipments. The statute can also be used to compensate for on-post losses due to theft, vandalism, fire, flood, hurricanes, and other unusual occurrences.

A number of transportation programs have affected the use of the Personnel Claims Act to compensate claimants for shipment-related losses. Staff judge advocates should keep apprised of developments in these programs, since they will affect claims office staffing and operations. The Full Replacement Value (FRV) Program, which began in fall 2007, encourages claimants to file shipment-related claims directly with the carriers responsible for their losses. As long as such a claim is filed within nine months of delivery, the carrier is contractually obligated to pay full replacement value for lost and destroyed items. This means that the carrier must replace the property or provide compensation for it without deducting for depreciation. In addition, the carrier is responsible for obtaining all of the necessary estimates for items that can be repaired. Claimants who are dissatisfied with the carrier's offers can transfer their claims to a military claims office.

The Defense Personal Property Program (DP3), which began in fall 2008, also encourages claimants to file directly with carriers. Most military personal property shipments are now covered by this program. As with the FRV Program, carriers are contractually obligated to pay full replacement value if the claim is filed within nine months. Claimants file their claims with the carriers using a special computerized claims module. Claimants who are dissatisfied with a carrier's offer can transfer their claims to a military claims office. The DP3 is a comprehensive program that covers every aspect of a move, including the initial counseling, pickup, and delivery of personal property as well as the filing of claims. It is designed to improve quality of moves by paying for performance; carriers who score higher on customer satisfaction surveys are awarded more...
business. Unfortunately, the customer satisfaction survey associated with the claims module does not currently work: it is not being used to score the performance of carriers.

Customer satisfaction with the claims aspects of these new transportation programs has been mixed. In response to a survey conducted by the USARCS in 2010, only half of claimants indicated that they were “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with the new programs. Less than half of claimants indicated that the new claims procedures were better than the former procedure of filing claims with the military. Only forty percent of claimants who responded to the survey indicated that the DP3 claims module was “user friendly.” Only a little over a third of claimants indicated that the claims process under the new programs was quick.

As a result of these new transportation programs, the number of personnel claims filed with military claims offices has decreased dramatically. However, the USARCS has found that the workload at most installation claims offices is the same under the new claims procedure as it was under the former procedure where claims were filed with the military. Although military claims professionals now spend less time adjudicating claims, they spend more time providing advice to claimants who have filed against carriers. Staff judge advocates should monitor the workload in their claims offices to ensure that this new work is being accurately accounted for.

Army claims offices are currently prohibited from paying full replacement value. However, a new statute, 10 U.S.C. § 2740, will soon change this. The statute permits military claims offices to pay claims based on full replacement value for shipment-related losses where the carrier is unable to provide compensation, such as when the loss occurred as a result of an act of God for which the carrier is not liable. The USARCS is working to obtain a delegation to enable claims offices to use this new authority.

Staff judge advocates should also examine the personnel claim payment, denial, and appeal rates in their offices. In Fiscal Year 2009, the average payment on personnel claims Army-wide was 49 percent of the total amount claimed. In the same fiscal year, 5.5 percent of personnel claims were denied completely and 6.0 percent of claimants submitted requests for reconsideration (appeals). Payment rates between 45 and 65 percent are within the normal range; rates significantly above or below this warrant scrutiny. Similarly, offices with denial rates and reconsideration rates below eight percent are within the norm; rates significantly above this may indicate a problem.

Claims of wounded warriors must be handled with special care. Claims personnel are authorized to pay personnel claims of Soldiers evacuated from a combat theater when their personal effects are lost. However, before making such payments, claims personnel should coordinate with the Joint Personal Effects Depot at Dover Air Force Base, Delaware. This organization is responsible for shipping personal effects of military personnel who are killed or wounded in a combat theater and may be able to locate missing property. The USARCS can assist with this coordination.

**Tort Claims**

Staff judge advocates should ensure that tort claims are investigated promptly and settled fairly. Tort claims are paid under a number of different statutory authorities. Often such claims are payable under more than one statute; in these situations it is important for claims professionals to consider each claim under all appropriate statutes.

The Federal Tort Claims Act permits payment of claims for death, injury, or property loss caused by negligent or wrongful acts of military personnel acting within the scope of employment. These claims must be evaluated based on the law of
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the place where the tort occurred, requiring claims professionals to become experts in local law. The Feres doctrine prohibits payment of claims for injuries or death of military personnel incurred incident to their service. In recent years this doctrine has come under increasing attack, including legislative proposals to overturn its application to medical malpractice claims. Other exclusions prohibit payment of claims based on exercise of a discretionary function, claims arising from combat activities, and claims arising in foreign countries. Claims professionals must carefully investigate claims to determine if any of these exclusions apply. Lawsuits may be initiated if a claim is not settled within six months after it is filed. Therefore, claims professionals must conclude their investigations and settlement negotiations promptly.

The Military Claims Act permits payment of claims for death, injury, or property loss caused by negligent or wrongful acts of military personnel acting within the scope of employment or incident to “noncombat activities” of armed forces. Noncombat activities are authorized military activities, such as weapons firing and maneuvers, which have little parallel in civilian pursuits and historically have furnished a proper basis for paying claims. An example of a noncombat activity is a range fire that leaves a federal installation, damaging nearby property. Prohibitions on the payment of such claims include the Feres doctrine, and the discretionary function, and combat activity exclusions. The Military Claims Act can be used to pay claims arising in foreign countries that are brought by U.S. persons. Although the statute does not authorize lawsuits, claims professionals must adjudicate these claims fairly.

The National Guard Claims Act permits payment of claims for death, injury, or property loss caused by negligent or wrongful acts of Army National Guard personnel acting within the scope of employment under Title 32 of the United States Code or caused by noncombat activities of the National Guard. Since 2001, the Army National Guard has performed missions in Title 32 status that in the past would have been performed in State Active Duty status; these Soldiers are federal employees and are covered by federal claims statutes. Claims arising from National Guard operations should be coordinated with the full-time National Guard judge advocate for the state involved. Claims professionals must contact the USARCS before denying any National Guard claim based on a determination that the Soldiers causing the claim were not covered by federal claims statutes.

Staff judge advocates in Europe and Asia should be familiar with the International Agreements Claims Act. This statute permits payment of claims under Status of Forces Agreements (SOFAs). There are three types of claims under most SOFAs: intergovernmental claims, scope claims, and ex-gratia claims. Intergovernmental claims involve damage or loss to government property of the receiving state (the host country). Liability for such claims is generally waived, either in part or in full. Scope claims involve injury to a third party, such as a local national, arising from acts of sending state forces acting in the scope of their duties. Ex-gratia claims involve injury to third parties arising from acts of sending state forces who were not acting in the scope of their duties, such as vandalism or other off-duty misconduct. Most SOFAs include a provision requiring the sending state and the receiving state to share the costs of scope claims. Ex-gratia claims, on the other hand, are paid solely by the sending state. When American forces are stationed in a country that has not entered into a SOFA, the Foreign Claims Act is used to pay claims.

The Nonscope Claims Act authorizes payment for death, injury, or property loss caused by military personnel using government vehicles or property. The loss must not be cognizable under any other act and the maximum payment is $1000. The Army Maritime Claims Settlement Act permits payment for damage caused by Army vessels as well as towage and salvage rendered to Army vessels and maritime damages caused by tortious conduct of military personnel.
Each claims office is responsible for investigating tort claims within a specific geographic district. Staff judge advocates should ensure that their offices are properly staffed and funded to meet this mission.

**Article 139 Claims**

Staff judge advocates should ensure their claims offices properly process claims under Article 139 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice. This article permits claims to be filed directly against Soldiers who willfully damage or destroy or wrongfully take the property of others. Any individual or entity can be a proper claimant. The claim is processed by the local military claims office but investigated by the offender's unit. The offender's Special Court-Martial Convening Authority may approve assessments up to $5000, the General Court-Martial Convening Authority may approve assessments up to $10,000, and the USARCS can approve assessments above these amounts. The claim is paid directly from the pay of the Soldier responsible for the loss or damage.

Staff judge advocates should ensure their personnel do not delay the processing of these claims pending the outcome of a criminal investigation or disciplinary action. If a convening authority will be required to act on the offender's court-martial or other disciplinary action, the claim may be forwarded to a higher level. Overseas, there is often overlap between the SOFA *ex-gratia* claims process and Article 139; such claims should be processed under Article 139 unless undue hardship will result to the claimant.

**Affirmative Claims**

Staff judge advocates should ensure their claims offices are aggressively pursuing affirmative claims on behalf of the Army. Several statutes permit the Army to recover from those responsible for damaging federal property or injuring military personnel. This is truly a “good news” story for SJAs, since these funds can often be returned to the local installation.

Army claims offices can recover for the cost of medical care provided to military personnel who suffer injuries under circumstances where someone else is legally responsible. The Army can recover under the Federal Medical Care Recovery Act when its personnel are injured in circumstances creating tort liability to a third person. It can also recover under 10 U.S.C. § 1095 from health benefits insurers and automobile liability insurance companies. Claims professionals must review records provided by Military Treatment Facilities and local military police reports to determine when to assert an affirmative claim. If the injured party is represented by an attorney, military claims professionals can enter into an agreement with the attorney to pursue the government claim. Claims professionals must notify all injured parties (or their attorneys), tortfeasors, and insurers of the government claim. Funds recovered for treatment at military Medical Treatment Facilities can be deposited into the account supporting the facility.

Claims for lost military pay are authorized by Federal Medical Care Recovery Act. The statute permits recovery for basic, special, and incentive pays for periods when a Soldier is unable to perform duty because of hospitalization or convalescent leave related to an injury. Collections are deposited into the account supporting the Soldier's unit.

Claims for damage to government property are authorized by the Federal Claims Collection Act. Recoveries are generally deposited to the General Treasury pursuant to the Miscellaneous Receipts Act. However, recoveries for damage to military family housing are deposited to the local installation’s housing operations and maintenance account. Recoveries for damage
to real property are deposited into an escrow account on behalf of the installation, but currently may not be withdrawn or used. Legislation to fix this problem has been proposed.

The statute of limitations to assert an affirmative claim is three years for claims founded upon tort and six years for claims founded upon contract. The statute of limitations is not tolled by the assertion of a claim; claims professionals must contact the U.S. Army Litigation Division and the local U.S. Attorney's Office well before the limitations period expires. Staff judge advocates should ensure that their office has a suspense system to determine when claims are about to expire.

Military claims offices may compromise or waive affirmative claims asserted for $50,000 or less based on the inability of a tortfeasor or insurer to pay, the government's inability to prove its case, a determination that collection costs would exceed the amount compromised, or because available funds are insufficient to satisfy all claims. The Army Claims Service has delegated higher affirmative claims settlement authority to a few of the best Army field claims offices. This “blue chip” authority provides these offices with authority to waive or compromise affirmative claims up to $100,000.

When the Army successfully asserts medical care affirmative claims on behalf of TRICARE, the recovered funds are deposited to TRICARE's account. In early 2009, the Army entered into an agreement with TRICARE to return a portion of these funds to the Army. TRICARE now reimburses Army Medical Treatment Centers for costs invested in the Medical Affirmative Claims program in proportion to TRICARE's share of recoveries. In order to take advantage of this agreement, SJAs should ensure that their offices have entered into agreements with their local Medical Treatment Facilities.

*56 Deployment Claims

Staff judge advocates should ensure that their offices are prepared to pay claims during a deployment. Commanders have long recognized claims operations as a combat multiplier. Deployed claims professionals often perform their duties at great personal risk. In Vietnam the only citation for heroism by a judge advocate was earned by Lieutenant Colonel Zane Finkelstein while paying claims. In May 2007, Army Corporal Coty Phelps was tragically killed by a roadside explosive device while participating in a claims mission in Iraq. Despite these risks, commanders continue to conduct claims operations in combat zones because of their importance to mission success.

The Army has single-service claims responsibility for many countries where Americans have recently deployed, including Iraq and Afghanistan. This means that Army claims professionals are responsible for settling claims in these countries regardless of whether they arose from Army, Air Force, Navy or Marine operation.

Since the United States does not have a SOFA in Iraq or Afghanistan, the Foreign Claims Act is the primary means of paying claims in these countries. This statute permits payment for death, injury, or property loss caused by negligent or wrongful acts of military personnel or incident to the noncombat operations of the armed forces. Payable claims include loss or damage caused by traffic accidents, appropriation of property, and temporary trespass on land. The statute permits payment of claims even if the military personnel who caused the injury or loss were not acting in the scope of their duties. The Foreign Claims Act does not permit payment of claims which arise from combat activities, are not in the best interests of the United States, or are for the rental of real estate. Claims must be evaluated using the law of the foreign country where the act occurred, so claims professionals must become experts in foreign law. Although the statute does not authorize lawsuits, claims professionals must adjudicate these claims fairly.
The Foreign Claims Act relies on Foreign Claims Commissions, one- or three-person groups that investigate and settle claims. One-member Foreign Claims Commissions have the authority to pay up to $15,000; three-member Foreign Claims Commissions may pay up to $50,000. All members of such commissions must be U.S. citizens. The Commander of the USARCS appoints Foreign Claims Commissions in Iraq and Afghanistan. Prior to deployments, SJAs should coordinate with the USARCS to ensure that Foreign Claims Commissions are properly trained. Once deployed, SJAs should request appointments of such commissions by contacting the USARCS. Foreign Claims Commissions need not be composed solely of Army personnel; Navy, Marine, and Air Force personnel may be appointed as well.

Staff judge advocates should also be aware of means of compensating local nationals outside the claims system. Solatia payments may be made to victims of U.S. military activities to express sympathy when local customs permit for such payments. Such payments come from Operations and Maintenance funds, not claims funds. Solatia is used extensively in Japan and Korea. The Commander's Emergency Response Program (CERP) may also be used to provide funds to victims of U.S. military activities. This program has been used extensively in Iraq and Afghanistan.

Claims by detainees must be handled with special care. Because of the sensitivity of these claims, SJAs should notify the USARCS of all claims involving alleged abuse or maltreatment of detainees. Claims of persons who were detained in Iraq must be acted on by the Secretary of the Army.

Disaster Claims

Staff judge advocates should ensure their claims offices are prepared to respond to disasters. Military claims offices must prepare for two types of disasters: those caused by the military, such as range fires, and those caused by natural or other forces, such as hurricanes, that cause property damage on a military installation compensable under the Personnel Claims Act. Damages from disasters caused by the military may be payable under the Federal Tort Claims Act, the Military Claims Act, the National Guard Claims Act, or the Foreign Claims Act. The military claims office with geographic responsibility for the disaster is responsible for the resulting claims. This office should immediately notify the USARCS, which may deploy a team and set up a special claims processing office. Staff judge advocates should obtain assistance from local authorities to establish the special claims office and publicize its location. If claimants are in immediate need of funds as a result of the disaster, emergency partial payments may be authorized. In these cases, SJAs should coordinate with their local finance offices to obtain cash for immediate payment.

Natural and other disasters that are not caused by the military require a different approach. Under the Personnel Claims Act, Soldiers and Army civilian employees can be paid for losses incident to service that result from fire, flood, hurricane, or other unusual occurrence. In the United States, these payments are generally limited to damage that occurs on the installation. Overseas, Soldiers and civilian employees can be paid for damage at authorized quarters off the installation. Claims professionals can make emergency partial payments under the Personnel Claims Act of up to $5000.

In 2011, the USARCS initiated a new procedure for adjudicating claims involving catastrophic losses. The Catastrophic Loss Accelerated Settlement Procedure (CLASP) can be authorized by the commander of the USARCS as an exception to
policy. At the claimant's option, this procedure may be used to obtain settlement without the need for a complete itemized list of all property.

Conclusion

Good claims office management is critical to the success of SJAs. All SJAs should require their claims offices to apply for The Judge Advocate General's Award for Excellence in Claims. Staff judge advocates should keep track of new developments in transportation, which may impact claims office manning, and new developments in tort claims and affirmative claims law. They should also ensure that their personnel are adequately prepared for deployment claims and disaster claims operations.
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